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Such things as our daily routines are automated so that our thinking is barely detectable due to its rapidity.
Everybody knows how this works whenever we consider some regular daily actitivites such as generating. It is
realistic to consider that the final results of the success and stress response explained above, suich as a self-
soothing few hours of taking a look at pornography are also in the machine 1 group of considering. We are able
to say this because this response is completely automated after a brief period of habitual use which once we saw
in component 2 and 3 is reinforced by the result of dopamine. In his book Kahneman says that people can shift
this sort of thinking into system 2, sluggish it down and manage it rationally. We must do this when we stretch our
mental capacity to work through more complex computations as opposed to automated simple ones.

Slowed down https://sukaporn.com thinking about the brain re-training and the dis-benefits of acting out are
more pwerful agents of abstinence. The thrird theory helpful here is suggested by Daniel Kahneman in his
publication 'Thinking Fast and Slow' which echoes tha above. This notion is particularly ideal for those
experiencing habit and compulsive behaviours.

With this our thinking is split into two kinds, System 1 and System 2. Automated thinking is system 1 which is
where our habituated cogntive activites sit.

Whenever we calculate 2+2 we won't need to physique it out because our brain has learned it over and over.
Whereas calculating 789x34 would take the majority of some significant mental work. For excample, a adult who
as a child experienced neglect may have developed a far more acute sense of vigilance underpinned by too little
trust and concern with others. Constantly turned on survival responses imply that these adults are always on
advantage and prone to levels of stress.

To use Kahneman's ideas again, we also need to expend some 'cognitive effort' in making this switch. Will power,
as with simply informing yourself over and over not to do something, is by itself not enough even as we can see in
this framework.
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